Speaking Again of Opportunities

Seven-fifths students are working
on the Daily Iowa this year. The paper is lively in many and diverse ways. A large number of students are
being given a chance to balance through their work the studies at the University. The past year has proved
a very profitable one for those who are
willing to sacrifice their time in a
profitable service to their fellow men.
Opportunities to improve your
character lie in the daily paper. A
chance exists to become efficient
students as an editor, writer or cor-
respondent. Students who wish to
leave the University.

Rain Drives Medical
Endorsals for Annual Picnic At City Park
Sixty senior medical and premedical students, without the traditional event of the season, the baseball game, were forced into shuffle with the rain.

Comforts For Best Students in Geographic Field

Two thousand dollars in cash prizes are given to the seniors enrolling the best students of the geographic field before June 1, 1932. There is an accrued choice of the students, but the earliest completion of the degree requirements must be met.

PRELIMINARIES TO BE

Field The Field

The field, with the exception of a few
students not present, were all present
at the Iowa City field. The film of the
successes of the Iowa-Northwestern game was
being shown in the gymnasium.

Committee Secures Teaching Positions For Many Students

The committee on recommenda-
tions, acting on the present service of the students who wish to secure teaching positions in the

Reservations For State Track Meet New Being

The reservations for the state track meet are being held by the Iowa City High School, but only for the

ASSASSINATION
OF DELEGATE
STIRS RUSSIA

Will Hold Allies To Account
Says He Was

(Updtd News)

London, March 11—A statement of the

President has resulted in the
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HUNT PURPLE STUDENTS WHO LEFT SCHOOL

Come To Round Up All Students Quit After Mount's Death

(Updtd News)

Chicago, May 11.—A search of the

Northwestern university student body is

under way to find the students who were

absent from the Mount's day services.

LAVORIES OPPOSE BREAK WITH RUSS

Claim Romanov Will Restore Employment And Crime War

(Updtd Reports)

London, May 11—Members of the

British labor party met on Monday to

consider the problem of the relation between

Britain and Russia. They concluded that

the restorations of the Romanovs will

result in an improvement in the employment

situation and a reduction in crime.

Review Of Undergraduate Work From Last School Year

The review of undergraduate work from

last school year showed that the students

had made considerable progress in their studies.
**Delta Kappa Gamma Fraternity**

Delta Kappa Gamma Fraternity announces the pledging of Jerry Brown, Class of 1940.

**Delta Chi Fraternity**

The Iowa Delta Chi will hold a ladies' party Saturday afternoon from 3 to 6 o'clock in the Liberal Arts Assembly room.

**National Officer Leaves**

Miss Gladys Pugh, assistant national supervisor of Kappa Delta, who has been a guest of the local chapter of Kappa Delta since it was reactivated last week, will depart. Mrs. Richard Harris will chaperon.

**Summer Session Adds Instructors**

College of Education Programs

For Big Excellence

High School Roads

Over 900--

In their summer schools for credit are professed at the University of Iowa for the two months of the summer session, taught from courses prepared for and taught in the various colleges and departments in the summer. Among the instructors from other colleges will be Professor John R. Davis of St. Olaf's College, Professor William A. Atwater of the College of the Pacific, Professor Earl Frail of the University of Illinois, and John Osborne Whipple, State supervisor of educational measurements in Wisconsin.

Special facilities are being opened up for next term for advanced degrees. After a summer spent in study at the University courses in all assistant school offices are possible for principal school officers or principals, and in the present series, usually dealing with the application of educational measurement to the problems of our own school systems.

**Scholarly Societies**

This summer's courses for school officers will be divided into two large groups. The first group will be for teachers, high school principals, school supervisors, and research. Work will also be offered in school subjects, psychology, and social service.

**Concession - Athletic Contests**

Sealed bids for the privilege of holding the concession indicated below for outdoor athletic contests during the scholastic year of 1923-24 will be accepted between the dates of May 12 and May 20.

One concession only will, let, that coming under the head of refreshments. Bids should be mailed to the Director of Athletics prior to May 20.

The Board in Control of Athletics reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

The Rebozkoff concession must include the following:

**Sausages**

**Peanuts**

**Corn Sticks**

**Cheese**

**Chewing gum**

**Popcorn**

**Hats**

**to top off your Sport Outfit**

They're the sort that look jaunty at any angle you choose to wear them, the sort that may be tucked far away in your bag when you go on a picnic up the river. Many are of twill, but there are other kinds at prices that are surprisingly low.

**Bishop Millinery**

**Spuntex Silk Hose**

Few as Good As Good as Any

Ordinary hose is made on the old fashioned Latch needle knitting. The result is much of the elasticity of the stocking. But stocking marks and streaks are common.

Spuntex hose is made on the newest Type of Spring Needle machine. The greater range of stitches possible on this new knitter means a finer fabric, a better fit, more wearing quality.

Comparison will quickly prove you to the superiority of Spuntex spring needle knotty over the usual latch needle merchandise. Spuntex Hose—High histrion pure Japan silk, full 20 inch boots, drawn back with fashion points. Ankle actually shaped—not bowed, 4 ply heel and toe, covered flare top, with anti-run stitch. All colors as well as black and white.

**SOMMER SESSION**

**Acacia Dinner Dance**

At 7:30 in the assembly room.

**Delta Chi Dance**

At the chapter house.

**Kappa Sigma fraternity will hold a ladies' party tonight at the chapter house.**

**Acacia Dinner Dance**

At the chapter house.

**Indiana University Leaves**

Baltimore of Alexander.

**Blean D3 of Alexander.**

**Announces the pledging of Jerry J.**

**Delta Chi fraternity will hold a dinner dance party tonight at the chapter house. The king had four sons the eldest of which was named King-elect. The king-elect was born of the union that the king and queen had before the war.
PREDICTS AVERAGE LIFE OF 69 YEARS

Scientists Believe That the span of life in the United States within the next twenty to thirty years will be reduced to 69, whereas it is now about 70. They believe that if it is not prevented that number of years, prevailing conditions will be responsible for indulging

Dr. Bruce Edwards of New York City believes that the span of life in the United States within the next twenty to thirty years will be reduced to 69, whereas it is now about 70. He believes that if it is not prevented that number of years, prevailing conditions will be responsible for indulging

"That the average life has been increased in the United States about 18 years, or from 65 to 83 years, within the limits of present medical knowledge and the methods which we are using to prevent this limit may be raised to 85 in the course of two or three decades. These facts will fundamentally influence social policy.

"In the first place increased average length of life will greatly cut down the burden of charitable work which will fall on the community. All at present time the great majority of families dependent on the community depends on the death of the wage earner at a time when the children of that family are in a state of self-sufficiency. As longevity is increased, these children will have a greater opportunity to become members of the community before they are bereaved."

"More seriously increased period of life will justify a larger period of compulsory education. Like India, where the length of time a person may expect to live is between 25 and 30 years, there must be strict and rigid training and standardizing at schools in order to prepare the child for the responsibilities of life and the work in a community which the individual is at last permitted to enter."

Doctors Condemn Plan For Testing Ice Cream Value

Loyola, May 13—The ice cream and refreshment Federation's protests to test the nutrient value of ice cream by feeding a number of children on nothing else for a month is ridiculous, claims Prof. Edward(\textit{defi})

Loyola, May 13—The ice cream and refreshment Federation's protests to test the nutrient value of ice cream by feeding a number of children on nothing else for a month is ridiculous, claims Prof. Edward(\textit{defi})

The New Keokul Catalogue are here

LOUIS DRUG STORE
Best in Keokul Store
125 East College

TEACHERS WANTED

For Colleges, High Schools, Normal Schools.
Mary special in special branches of study.
Enrollment now for last positions.
Olmsted Teachers Agency
Columbia, Mo.

We want to say This

In your face—we keep our business friends by keeping our word and we keep your goods in our store in a manner that is both helpful and serviceable. Keep this in mind—we keep our promises on the goods for the

Parks Transfer Co.
Chicago vs. Iowa

Iowa Field, Saturday, May 12, 2:00 P.M.
Yearly Athletic Ticket No. 29
General Admission 50 Cents

Would You Like to Make $500
During Summer Vacation?

An unusual opportunity is open to you. No capital is required to make money. You do not have to sell anything, and best of all you do not have to look after your expenses. You will be making your own money, and in a way which will enable you to improve your health and pleasure.

Write Today for Particulars

It will surprise you to learn how easily a substantial monetary income can be earned by selling the Pioneer Knife and Scissors Sharpeners. This new invention is the result of years of careful research and development. The tool is simple, convenient, and of high quality. It is made of durable materials and has a lifetime guarantee.

The Pioneer Knife and Scissors Sharpener is a sharpener designed to adjust the blades of all types of knives and scissors to a precise cutting edge. It is compact and portable, making it easy to carry and use in various locations. The tool is ideal for anyone who values precision cutting and enjoys the satisfaction of a well-sharpened blade.

Pioneer Knife & Scissors Sharpeners are known for their lasting quality and dependability. The company offers a satisfaction guarantee and stand behind their product. With a focus on providing customers with an exceptional experience, Pioneer Knife & Scissors Sharpeners has built a reputation for reliability and excellence.

The money-making opportunity is available to anyone who wants to take advantage of this lucrative market. With minimal effort, individuals can generate a substantial income by selling these popular products. The company provides a comprehensive support system to ensure success and ease of operation.

By participating in this opportunity, you will not only earn a financial return but also contribute to the development of this cutting-edge innovation. Whether you are a full-time employee or someone looking to supplement your income during the summer months, this is an ideal choice.

Don't miss out on this exciting chance to make $500 or more from the comfort of your home or anywhere else that suits you. Take action today and become a part of this innovative and successful endeavor.
Governor’s Day Feature
By Big Program
of H. O. C. T. Corps

A series of military field and outdoor rifle matches in the morning, followed by a parade of the garrison
in the afternoon, will constitute the main feature.

I. Conference

The athletic events which were run
for the annual conference will be
held on Iowa Field in Hartfiel, P. (Minn.)

II. Conference BATTING AVERAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Bat .</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>RBIs</th>
<th>2B</th>
<th>3B</th>
<th>HRs</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Godowsky</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patsy</td>
<td>.328</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidor</td>
<td>.324</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. BUILDING PONTON

$550
Woman's St...
The Daily Iowan
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FRANCES J. WEBER
Saturday, May 12

TOOTING A SILENCE

An acquaintance of many years last week was visited by the death of a relative. We offer our sympathies as a treasurer of a "new era in learning." Situated far from the centers of human activity, it is impossible to say how many teachers there are in the city, but there seems no indication in the incident apart from the fact that it must have given the school officials pause. The boys are undoubtedly more enthusiastic about the school reform than the girls. In a few years, the university will be able to take on a more vigorous spirit in the matter of educational reform. The American Education Commission is now making a thorough survey of the public schools, and the committee is expected to make its report this fall.

A detail of the commission's report is expected to be issued early next year.

WOMAN AND MARRIAGE

A woman's life is divided into two periods, and the transition from one to the other is an unusual event. After marriage she is a wife, a housekeeper, a housekeeper, and a mother. She is the most important member of the family, and the rights of her children are rightly considered.

We are now ready to receive orders for all kinds of home books. We will open our store on Monday, May 15, and receive orders for all kinds of books, both plain and fancy. Give us a trial. Satisfaction guaranteed.

What should be done with people who say "What?"

We ask our favorite undergraduate one day what is thought of Mervin Anderson. "It's a question of how I feel," he replied, "but that is the opinion of my friends who are good judges." The opinion of his friends is the same. "What is the opinion of your mind?" "I feel that it is his opinion," he said.

REPUTATION FOR REALISM

What is the name of this book that is so much talked about? "It is a book of the year," said the author. "It is the book of the year." The author is in the class of books that one reads for amusement and entertains.

There is a state normal school in New Hampshire that has more men and women than all the state normal schools in New England.

There are two state normal schools in Michigan that have more men and women than all the state normal schools in New England.

There is a state normal school in New Hampshire that has more men and women than all the state normal schools in New England.
AN APOLOGETIC

The price under the tailored wash blouses in Lundberg & Sidenberger's advertisement in yesterday's Iowa was upped down.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

SCHOLARLY ARTICLES IN QUARTERLY ISSUE OF PHILOGICAL JOURNAL

The April number of the Philological Quarterly, a periodical devoted to scholarly investigation in the field of modern and classical languages and literatures, has recently been issued. Harold Cook, head of the English department, is editor of the Quarterly. The associate editors are Charles Woody Wilson, head of the German department, Bernard Ullman, head of Latin and Greek, Theron A. Knott, of the English department, and Charles E. Young, of the Romance language department.

The table of contents for this number of the Philological Quarterly includes "Some Notes on Chaucer and Some Compositions," by Oliver Fox, of Western University; and "Lucian and the Novel," by Henry David Ward, of Western University; and "Lectures on the Greek Seven of Homer," by J. R. Parsons, of Western University.

There are also three book reviews. These are "Pater Mason's Landscape," reviewed by George E. Prince, of the University of London, Canada. The slides shown with his lecture were in French. There are two more book reviews. These are "Poets Measure's Land," reviewed by George E. Prince, of the University of London, Canada. "Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg," reviewed by J. R. Parsons, of the University of London, Canada; and "Windsor Stands Vortex," reviewed by J. R. Parsons, of the University of London, Canada.


Cameron Talks To Chemists On "Glass Eyes Of The Arm"

In his talk to the chemistry club Wednesday evening on "Glass Eyes Of The Arm," Mr. Donald H. Cameron, instructor in the chemistry department, told how the camera can be used in watching the importance in judging out an erection. "Contrary to the belief of a good many people, the aerial photograph does not take an aerial survey for his work but uses a special equipment. It is to move and makes it possible for those who are in the atmosphere to see the scene and often to have pictures taken to the human eye that the camera has a different sort of use."

Military photographers are almost always taken looking directly down on the object. Photograph plates are new pinholes, but have little usefulness because the average altitude at which the pictures are taken is about 3000 feet. The photographer flies over the place taking a series of pictures a few seconds apart, which when printed makes a series of a map on which is reported the exact location. The English take a large order of the same scale. But the French camera did not alter that and the United States used the French kind and their pictures for these maps all had to be taken at the same altitude. Subtleties were not enough each in the aerial photography motion. The slides shown with his lecture included ones of the maps made in this way, hangar, dam, gun, and tanks of the Germans. Bombay and backed wire entanglements, French villages and cities and various unclassified objects.

SOMMER FRENCH HOUSE

AGILE LADIES

In "You Can't Find Your Wife."

STRAIGHT Big All-Star Cast

PARIS Practical Takes In "Within the Law"

GARDEN NEWSPAPER

HEADLINE: A SMALL STAGE BELASCO STRESSES CRITIC Program of University Theatre Over and Closer Watched, Says Eaton

The theater is growing quite as much from the work of an Iowa as from the work of Paul Belasco, according to Walter Prichard Eaton, professor of rhetoric at the University. "I fear that the Iowa who now plays to the Iowa native, are discouraged and depressed in the new stage Belasco is making. Much from their productions, according to Walter Pritchard Eaton, professor of rhetoric at the University, is designed to encourage our stage from the more remote parts. Our audiences, to our stage from the more remote parts, are more appreciative audience for them to our stage from the more remote parts, are more appreciative audience for them.

Iowa territory. Wholesale only. Minnesota Teams Meet Wisconsin in Two Contests

MADIB, Small Stage Belasco, States Critics

Professor of University Theatre Over and Closer Watched, Says Eaton.

The theater is growing quite as much from the work of an Iowa as from the work of Paul Belasco, according to Walter Prichard Eaton, professor of rhetoric at the University. "I fear that the Iowa who now plays to the Iowa native, are discouraged and depressed in the new stage Belasco is making. Much from their productions, according to Walter Pritchard Eaton, professor of rhetoric at the University, is designed to encourage our stage from the more remote parts. Our audiences, to our stage from the more remote parts, are more appreciative audience for them.

Iowa territory. Wholesale only. Minnesota Teams Meet Wisconsin in Two Contests

MADIB, Small Stage Belasco, States Critics

Professor of University Theatre Over and Closer Watched, Says Eaton.
ENGLISH PHYSICIAN keeps MEMORY OF PHYSICAL WEARINESS
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Buehler Bros. Busy Store

128 So. Clinton

Iowa City, Iowa

The quotas that are the bane

of the Iowa squad are not the

kind that improve with a little writ-

ting. The men who have been break-

ing records will be sleeping for a

west, heavy truck. If even fair time

made in the events today, the per-

formances will be credible.

Champion's hopes will have been

increased with the rain yesterday.

Hurricane rains will in many cases

be slowed down or within the time

of some of the finest track men.

The intercollegiate track meet,

one of the professionalism of which

will be held in the evening, will be

run of this afternoon between crusts

of the final round.

BIG VALUES in Hart Schaffner and Marx Clothes-some as low as

$30

You're Safe Too

The Guarantee is Absolute Satisfaction.